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We prove that a randomly chosen involution and a randomly chosen additional
< <element of a finite simple group G generate G with probability ª 1 as G ª `.
This confirms a conjecture of Kantor and Lubotzky. Applications and related
results are derived. For example, we show that, except for the Suzuki groups and
finitely many possible other exceptions, all finite simple groups can be generated by
two elements, one of which has order 3. We also obtain sharp estimates on the
 .probability P G of generating a finite simple group of exceptional Lie type G by
two randomly chosen elements. This complements analogous estimates of Babai
 .and Kantor for alternating and classical groups. Denoting by m G the minimal
index of a proper subgroup of a finite simple group G, we conclude, in particular,
 .  ..that m G 1 y P G is bounded between two positive absolute constants.
Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The area of random generation of finite simple groups has been the
subject of quite active interest in the past few years. Already in 1969 it was
w xshown by Dixon Di that two randomly chosen elements of an alternating
< <group G generate G with probability ª 1 as G ª `. In that paper
Dixon conjectured that a similar result holds for all finite simple groups. In
w x1990 Kantor and Lubotzky KL confirmed Dixon's conjecture for classical
 .and small rank exceptional groups. The proof of Dixon's conjecture has
w xrecently been completed in LiSh1 , where the large rank exceptional
groups of Lie type are dealt with.
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w xIn KL, Conjecture 1 Kantor and Lubotzky proposed a more subtle
conjecture, namely, that a randomly chosen involution and a randomly
chosen additional element of a finite simple group G generate G with
< <probability ª 1 as G ª `. At the time this conjecture was posed it was
not even clear that every finite simple group can be generated by an
involution and another element, but this has subsequently been verified by
w x  w x.Malle et al. MSW see also LiSh1, 2.2 . The first result of this paper
confirms the Kantor]Lubotzky conjecture.
THEOREM 1.1. Let G be a finite simple group. Then the probability that a
randomly chosen in¨olution and a randomly chosen additional element of G
< <generate G tends to 1 as G ª `.
wFor G a classical or alternating group, this result was proved in LiSh2,
xTheorem 1.1 . It therefore remains to deal with the exceptional groups of
Lie type, which is what we do here. Instrumental in the proof are results
 . w xon 2, 3 -generation of classical groups, obtained in LiSh2 . Recall that a
 .group is said to be 2, 3 -generated if it can be generated by an involution
 .and an element of order 3. These groups together with C and C are2 3
 . wexactly the quotients of the modular group PSL Z . It is shown in LiSh2,2
x  .  a.Theorem 1.5 using probabilistic methods that, except for PSp p4
 .p s 2, 3 and finitely many other exceptions, all finite simple classical
 .groups are 2, 3 -generated. This result enables us to obtain adequate
bounds on the number of ``unknown'' maximal subgroups in the large rank
e exceptional groups of Lie types F , E , E , and E thus compensating for4 6 7 8
.the lack of sufficient knowledge of the subgroup structure of these groups .
w xIn fact, the results of LiSh2 and the resulting estimates on the number
of maximal subgroups of F , . . . , E have several additional applications.4 8
We start with an analogue of Theorem 1.1, where involutions are replaced
by elements of order 3. Since Suzuki groups do not have elements of order
3, they have to be excluded.
THEOREM 1.2. Let G be a finite simple group which is not a Suzuki group.
Then the probability that a randomly chosen element of order 3 and a
< <randomly chosen additional element of G generate G tends to 1 as G ª `.
As a consequence we obtain the following seemingly new result.
COROLLARY 1.3. Apart from the Suzuki groups and finitely many possible
other exceptions, all finite simple groups can be generated by two elements, one
of which has order 3.
 .Next, we obtain precise estimates on the probability P G that two
randomly chosen elements of the simple group G generate G. Several
 .bounds on P G have been given over the years, especially for alternating
w x  .  .2groups. To begin with, it was shown in Di that P A G 1 y 2r ln ln n .n
y1qo1. w xA better lower bound of the form 1 y n was given by Bovey Bo in
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w x1980. Using the Classification Theorem, Babai Ba showed in 1989 that
 . y1  y2 .P A s 1 y n q O n .n
Suppose now that G is a simple group of Lie type over F withq
 . w x  .untwisted Lie rank r. It was conjectured in KL that P G G
 .2 3 yr w x w x1 y c log q r ? q , and this was verified in KL and LiSh1 . For classi-
cal groups G, an improvement of this}namely, a precise estimate for
 . w xP G }was stated in Ka2, 3.3 ; for completeness, we shall give a proof of a
 .version of this result in Section 6 of this paper see Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 .
Our main contribution, though, is the following precise estimate of
 .  .P G for exceptional groups G. Define p G to be the smallest index in G
 .of a proper parabolic subgroup. The value of p G is easily calculated for
each type and is the index of a parabolic subgroup P given in Table 1.
THEOREM 1.4. Let G be an exceptional simple group of Lie type. Then
k y16r15P G s 1 y q O p G , .  . .
p G .
 .  .  .where k s 2 if G s E q , F q , or G q , and k s 1 otherwise.6 4 2
COROLLARY 1.5. Let G be an exceptional simple group of Lie type, and let
x, y g G be two randomly chosen elements. Suppose x, y do not generate G.
Then the probability that x, y both lie in a parabolic subgroup P of G of the
< <type specified in Table 1 tends to 1 as G ª `.
wA similar result in the case where G is a classical group is stated in Ka2,
x3.3 . Roughly speaking, these results show that, for x, y g G, the inequality
 :x, y / G usually has a geometric explanation: we expect x and y to
have a common fixed point in some prescribed geometric action of G.
 .Putting together the above mentioned estimates on P G , we see that
 .P G is strongly linked with the minimal index of a proper subgroup of G,
 .which we denote by m G .
TABLE 1.
 .  .G Parabolic s P of index p G
 .E q E -parabolic8 7
 .E q E -parabolic7 6
 .  .E q D -parabolics two classes6 5
2 2 .E q A -parabolic6 5
 .F q B , C -parabolics4 3 3
2 2 .F q B -parabolic4 2
 .  .G q A -parabolics two classes2 1
2  .G q Borel2
3 3 .  .D q A q -parabolic4 1
2  .B q Borel2
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THEOREM 1.6. There exist constants c , c ) 0 such that1 2
c c1 2
1 y F P G F 1 y .
m G m G .  .
for all finite simple groups G. Moreo¨er, we ha¨e
lim inf m G 1 y P G s 1 and lim sup m G 1 y P G s 3, .  .  .  . .  .
where the limits are taken as G ranges o¨er all finite simple groups.
Finally, by combining Theorem 1.6 with a classical result from extremal
w xgraph theory Tu , we obtain the following.
COROLLARY 1.7. There exists a constant c ) 0 such that e¨ery finite
simple group G has a subset S satisfying
 . < <  .i S G c ? m G , and
 .ii any two distinct elements of S generate G.
Moreo¨er, any c - 1 will do, pro¨ided G is large enough.
Some words on the structure of this paper follow. In Section 2 we record
 .  .some recent results on 2, 3 -generation and 2, m -generation of finite
simple groups. Section 3 is devoted to estimates for the number of
elements of small given order in the finite simple groups. While the results
w xon elements of orders 2 and 3 follow from LiSh1, LiSh2 , the results on
elements of order G 5 are new. In Section 4 we combine results from
previous sections and prove Theorem 1.1. Some applications, such as
Theorem 1.2, are then derived in Section 5. Section 6 is devoted to the
 .study of the generation probabilities P G . This is where Theorem 1.4 and
Corollary 1.5 are established, as well as analogous results for classical
groups.
w xOur notation follows that of LiSh2 . All our groups G will be finite. By
a simple group we mean a nonabelian simple group. Let a, b be positive
 .integers, and let G be a group. Let I G denote the set of elements ofa
 . <  . <  .order a in G, and let i G s I G . Let P G denote the probabilitya a a, b
that randomly chosen elements x, y g G of orders a and b respectively
generate G. Then
 :x , y g I G = I G : x , y s G 4 .  .  .a b
P G s . .a , b i G i G .  .a b
 . < <  .We use ) to denote unspecified orders. Thus i# G s G , P ), ) G s
 .  .P G , and P G is the probability referred to in Theorem 1.1. A group2,)
 .G is said to be a, b -generated if it ``can be'' generated by elements x, y
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 .of orders a, b respectively. Let M G be a set of representatives for the
conjugacy classes in G of the maximal subgroups of G. If H is another
 .group, we denote by N H, G the number of subgroups of G which are
isomorphic to H. For expressions a, b we write a ; b if the ratio arb is
bounded between two positive constants. Throughout this paper c denotes
 .an absolute constant but its value may change according to the context .
Additional notation will be introduced when required.
 .2. 2, m -GENERATION
w x  .By MSW , every finite simple group is 2, m -generated for some m. It
turns out that, in many cases, m can be chosen to be rather small.
THEOREM 2.1. There exists an absolute constant c such that e¨ery finite
simple group G satisfies one of the following conditions:
 .  .i G is 2, 3 -generated.
 .  k .  k .ii G s PSp 2 or PSp 3 for some k.4 4
 . 2  .iii G s B q for some q.2
 .  .  . 2  .  .  .iv G s F q , E q , E q , E q , or E q for some q.4 6 6 7 8
 . < <v G F c.
w xProof. By Theorem 1.5 of LiSh2 , if G is classical, then it satisfies one
 .  .  .of the conditions i , ii , v . It is well known that, if G is alternating, then
 .  .  w x.it satisfies condition i or v cf. Mi . It remains to deal with exceptional
w x  .groups of Lie type. By results of Malle Ma1, Ma2 , the groups G q ,2
2  . 3  . 2  .  .  .G q , D q , and F q satisfy condition i or v . Since the remaining2 4 4
 .  .exceptional groups are as in iii or iv , the result follows.
w x  .It is proved in LiSh2, Theorem 1.6 that the groups in part ii are not
 .  .2, 3 -generated, and obviously the same holds for the groups in part iii .
 .  .However, it may well be that the groups in iv are 2, 3 -generated.
Interesting results in this direction have recently been obtained by
DiMartino and Vavilov.
The next result deals with random generation by elements of orders 2
and 5.
 .  .LEMMA 2.2. Let G be as in case ii or iii of Theorem 2.1. Then
 . < <P G ª 1 as G ª `.2, 5
 . w xProof. For the groups in case ii this is proved in LiSh2, 6.4 . So let
2  . a  .G s B q be a Suzuki group, where q s 2 a odd . The subgroup2
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w xstructure of G is determined in Su, Theorem 9 . It follows from that result
that, if M is a maximal subgroup of G whose order is divisible by 5, then
either
1. M has a cyclic subgroup of index 4 and order q q
aq1.r2 . ’y1 2 q q 1, or
2  . b2. M ( B s for some s s 2 , where b is a proper divisor of a such2
that arb is prime.
Moreover, there is precisely one conjugacy class of maximal subgroups
of type 1, and one conjugacy class of maximal subgroups of type 2 for each
given b.
 .  .Now, let x g I G and y g I G be randomly chosen elements. If2 5
 :  .  .x, y / G then x g I M and y g I M for some maximal subgroup M2 5
as above. This yields
i M i M .  .2 5
1 y P G F , . 2, 5 i G i G .  .2 5M
where M ranges over the maximal subgroups of types 1, 2.
 . 3  . 4It is easy to see that i G ; q and i G ; q . If M is of type 1 then2 5
 . < <  . < < 4i M F M F cq, i M s 4, and there are G : M ; q choices for M.2 5
2  .  . 3  . 4If M ( B s is of type 2, then i M ; s , i M ; s , and there are2 2 5
; q5rs5 choices for M. We therefore obtain
q q5 s7 y24 y21 y P G F cq q c s cq q c qrs . .  . 2, 5 7 5 7q s qs s
Clearly, qrs G q2r3 and there are at most log a F log log q possibilities
for s. We conclude that
1 y P G F cqy2 q c log log q ? qy4r3 ª 0 as q ª `. .2, 5
The result follows.
COROLLARY 2.3. Let L be the collection of finite simple groups which are
not of type F , Ee, E , or E . Then all but finitely many members of L are4 6 7 8
 .  .either 2, 3 -generated or 2, 5 -generated.
3. COUNTING ELEMENTS OF SMALL ORDER
The first result in this section provides bounds on the number of
involutions in finite simple groups.
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let G be an almost simple group. Then
 .  . < <1r2i i G G c G .2
 .  . < < 2r3ii i G F c G .2
 .  . < < 7r13  . e  .  .  .iii i G F c G if G s F q , E q , E q , or E q .2 4 6 7 8
 . w x  . wProof. Part i follows from LiSh2, 4.2 and 4.3 , part ii from LiSh2,
x  . w x4.5 , and part iii from LiSh2, 4.3 and 4.4 .
The next result deals with elements of order 3.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let G be an almost simple group. Then
 .  . < < 3r5 2  .i i G G c G , pro¨ided G / B q .3 2
 .  . < < 3r4ii i G F c G .3
 .  . < < 9r13  . e  .  .  .iii i G F c G if G s F q , E q , E q , or E q .3 4 6 7 8
w xProof. This follows from LiSh2, 4.2, 4.3, 4.5 .
We also need the following technical result, comparing the number of
involutions and the number elements of order 3 in large rank exceptional
groups.
 . e  .  .  .LEMMA 3.3. Let G s F q , E q , E q , or E q . Then4 6 7 8
i G .2 y20r133< <F c G .
i G .3
w x  .  . < <Proof. By LiSh2, 4.3 , i G , i G , and G are as follows.2 3
 .  . < <G i G ; i G ; G ;0 2 3
128 168 248 .E q q q q8
70 90 133 .E q q q q7
e 40 54 78 .E q q q q6
28 36 52 .F q q q q4
The result follows by a simple computation.
Next, we turn to elements of order 5.
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let G be an exceptional simple group of Lie type o¨er0
 a .F q s p , p prime , and suppose that G is a group such that G F G Fq 0
 .  . < < 4r5  .Aut G . Then i G F c G , except when G s E q , in which case0 5 8
 . < < 25r31i G F c G .5
Proof. Observe first that any outer automorphism f of G of order 50
 .  w x.is conjugate in Inndiag G to a field automorphism see GL, Sect. 7 ,0
< G < < < 4r5whence f ; G . Thus from now on we consider elements of order 5
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in G . For G of type F , 2F , G , 3D , or 2B , the conjugacy classes of0 0 4 4 2 4 2
w xelements of order 5 can be found in Shi1, Shi2, Ch, En, Sp, Su ; and 5
< 2  . <does not divide G q . We find for these types that if t is an element of2
<  . < order 5 in a class of maximal size, then C t is as follows up to a smallG 0
.constant factor :
G C t , p s 5 C t , p / 5 .  .0 G G0 0
12 2 .  .F q q B q q " 1 .4 2
22  .  .F q } B q q " 2 q q 1’ .4 2
4 .  .G q q A q q " 1 .2 1
3 3 3 .  .D q q A q A q q " 1 .  .4 1 1
2  .  .B q } q " 2 q q 1’2
The result follows for these types.
e .  .  .Now consider the other types G s E q , E q , E q . Let G be a0 8 7 6
simple algebraic group of type E , E , or E over F , and let s be a8 7 6 pXp  .Frobenius morphism of G such that G s O G .0 s
 .Suppose first that p / 5. The classes of semisimple elements of order
w x w5 and their centralizers in G can be found in CG, Tables 4, 6 and CW,
x   .  .  .Table 2 these are tables of elements of E C , E C , and E C , but the8 7 6
same list applies to the groups G over F , since the classes correspond top
 .orbits of the Weyl group on V T , T a maximal torus, and this action is5
.independent of the characteristic ; for the finite groups G , centralizerss
 .are then fixed point groups over F possibly twisted of the listed central-q
izers. Note that the existence of the classes in the finite group G may0
depend on the congruence of q modulo 5, but since we are seeking only an
 . .upper bound for i G in this lemma, this need not concern us.5
 .When p s 5, the classes of unipotent elements of order 5 in G are
w x w xgiven by Mi1, Mi2 . A convenient summary can be found in Law , from
which we read off the labellings of the elements of order 5 in G;
centralizers in G are given in the cited references, and centralizers in G0
are fixed point groups over F of these centralizers.q
In all cases, whether p s 5 or p / 5, there are boundedly many classes
of elements of order 5 in G . Further, if we pick an element t g G of0
0 .  . order 5 with C t of minimal dimension, then C t is as follows whereG G
U denotes a unipotent group of dimension i and T a torus of dimensioni i
.i :
0 0 .  .G C t , p s 5 C t , p / 5G G
E U A A A8 45 1 4 4
E U A A A A T7 24 1 3 2 1 1
E U T A A T6 15 1 2 1 2
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d 0<  . <  .If t g G , then C t ; q , where d s dim C t ; hence the conclusions G G0
follows from this table.
 .Finally, we enumerate elements of bounded possibly large order.
 .PROPOSITION 3.5. For e¨ery r G 1 there exists a constant C r such that a
 . < <finite simple exceptional group G o¨er F has at most C r G rq Fq
 . < < 247r248C r G elements of order F r.
Proof. As in the previous proof, let G be a simple algebraic group, and
Xp  .s a Frobenius morphism such that G s O G is a finite simple excep-s
 .tional group over F . Let l s rank G .q
We first establish that the number of G-classes of elements of order at
 . w xmost r is bounded above by a function f r . By SS, II, 1.1 , every
semisimple element of G lies in a maximal torus of G; and the number of
elements of order at most r in a maximal torus is at most  i l. Also byiF r
w xSS, II, 1.2 , there is a constant c such that G has at most c classes of
 .maximal tori. Hence G contains at most k s k r conjugacy classes of
 .semisimple elements of order at most r ; let s , . . . , s m F k be repre-1 m
sentatives of such elements.
Now every element of order at most r in G is conjugate to an element
of the form s u for some i, where u is a unipotent element commutingi
0 . w x.with s . Moreover, u g C s , a reductive group SS, II, 4.1 and 4.4 .i G i
0 . w xThe number of classes of unipotent elements in C s is finite Lu .G i
 .Hence the number of classes of unipotent elements in C s is boundedG i
w x.by a constant c, say SS, I, 2.8 . We conclude that the number of
 .  .G-classes of elements of order at most r is bounded above by f r s ck r .
X <  . < XWe now show that there is a constant c such that C x ) c q for allG
x g G. To see this, write x s su, where s is semisimple, u is unipotent, and
0w x  .  .s, u s 1. If C s s T , a torus, then u s 1 and C x contains T ,G G ss
which has order at least dq for some constant d. Otherwise, u lies in a
0 .  .s-stable closed connected unipotent subgroup U of C s . Hence C xG Gs
 .contains Z U , which has order at least q. This establishes the assertions
at the beginning of this paragraph.
 .We conclude that G has at most f r classes of elements of order F r,
< <and each of these classes has size at most c G rq. The lemma follows.
4. PROOF OF THE KANTOR]LUBOTZKY CONJECTURE
Before the main result, we need a preliminary lemma.
 a. LEMMA 4.1. Let G be an almost simple group with socle E p p8
.  .prime . Then there is no maximal subgroup M of G with socle F q , q ) 9.4
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Proof. Suppose that there is such a maximal subgroup M. If q is not a
w x  .power of p then by LaSe , F q has no nontrivial representation of4
 .dimension at most 248 over a field of characteristic p, hence F q g G.4
Thus q is a power of p.
 .Let G s E F and let s be a Frobenius morphism of G such that the8 p
w xsocle of G is G . By LSe2, Theorem 6 , there is a maximal closeds
 .connected s-stable subgroup M of type F in G such that soc M s M .4 s
w xBut LSe1, Theorem 1 implies that there is no maximal closed connected
s-stable subgroup F in E . This contradiction completes the proof.4 8
In order to prove Theorem 1.1, it suffices to establish the following.
THEOREM 4.2. Let G be an exceptional simple group of Lie type. Then
< <P G ª 1 as G ª `. .2,)
 a.  .Proof. Let F q s p be the underlying field for G. Let x g I Gq 2
 :  .and y g G be randomly chosen elements. If x, y / G, then x g I M2
and y g M for some maximal subgroup M - G. It follows that
 .  .1 y P G F S G , where2, #
< <i M M i M .  .2 2
S G s s . .  < <i G G i G .  .2 2M max G  .MgM G
 . < <It therefore suffices to show that S G ª 0 as G ª `.
w x < < < <By LS2, Theorem 1 we have M l C r C F crq for each M and for
each conjugacy class C ; G. This yields
i M .2 y1F cq . 1 .
i G .2
We now define a collection K of ``known'' maximal subgroups of G. If
G is not of type F , Ee, E , or E , K consists of all the maximal subgroups4 6 7 8
 w x.of G these are known, by Su, Co1, KL2, KL3, Ma3 ; otherwise, K
consists of those maximal subgroups M satisfying one of the following
conditions:
< < < < 5r131. M G 5 G log q, orp
2. M is not almost simple, or
 .3. M is almost simple and soc M is a group of Lie type in charac-
 .teristic p whose rank exceeds half the rank of G; also soc M is not a
2  . 2  .group over F and is not A 5 or D 3 .2 5 5
w x w xBy LiSh1, 1.3 and LST, Theorem 3 for G of type F , . . . , E , and by4 8
 .the references quoted above for the other types, there are O log q
conjugacy classes of maximal subgroups of G lying in K. Combining this
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 .  .with 1 it follows that the contribution of these subgroups M to S G is
 . < <O log qrq which tends to 0 as G ª `.
We may therefore assume that G is of type F , . . . , E and restrict4 8
ourselves to the ``unknown'' maximal subgroups M f K. Let U be the set
 .of these subgroups. Note that, if M g U and soc M is a group of Lie type
 . w  .xover F , then the rank of soc M is bounded by KlLi, 5.2.12 i , and this2
< <implies that M is bounded. We see that the subgroups M g U satisfy the
following conditions:
1. M is almost simple.
< < < < 5r13qo1.2. M F G .
< < < <  .3. Either M is bounded, say M F c, or soc M is a group of Lie
type in characteristic p whose rank is at most half the rank of G.
 .  .Let M g U and set M s soc M . Then M s N M is determined by0 G 0
M .0
It follows from 4.1 and our assumptions on M that M is not of type F ,0 4
e  .  .  .E , E , or E . Therefore M satisfies one of the conditions i ] iii , v in6 7 8 0
Theorem 2.1. Fix a finite simple group S for which there is a maximal
subgroup M as above with M ( S. Let0
< <i M M .2
S G s . S < <i G G .2MgU , M (S0
be the contribution of the maximal subgroups M g U with M ( S to0
 . U  . U  . < <  U . < U <S G . Let S s Aut S . Then M F S and so i M M F i S S .2 2
 .Recall that N S, G denotes the number of subgroups of G which are
isomorphic to S. Then the number of choices for M g U with M ( S is0
 .bounded above by N S, G . We conclude that
U < U <i S S .2
S G F N S, G ? . 2 .  .  .S < <i G G .2
<  . < < < o1. < < < < < < 5r13qo1.It is well known that Out S s S . Since S F M F G , we
< U < < < 5r13qo1.obtain S F G .
 .  .We now estimate N S, G and S G .S
 .Case 1. S is 2, 3 -generated. We claim that in this case,
i G i G .  .2 3
N S, G F . .
< <S
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 .  .  .Indeed, choose pairs x, y g I G = I G , and for each pair form the2 3
 :subgroup x, y it generates. Every subgroup M of G which is isomor-0
< <phic to S will be obtained at least S times in this manner, since
 z z:  .M s x , y for z g M . The bound on N S, G follows.0 0
 .Implementing 2 we see that
U < U <i G i G i S S i G .  .  .  .2 3 2 3US G F ? s Out S i S . .  .  .S 2< < < < < <S i G G G .2
 .  U . < U < 2r3By Proposition 3.1 ii we have i S F c S . Therefore2
2r35r13qo1. 10r39qo1.U < < < <i S F c G s G . .  .2
 .  . < < < <y4r13 <  . <By Proposition 3.2 iii we have i G r G F c G . Since Out S s3
< < o1.G we obtain
< <10r39y4r13qo1. < <y2r39qo1.S G F c G s G . .S
 .In view of Theorem 2.1, the remaining cases are S s PSp q in charac-4
2  . < <teristic 2, 3, S s B q , or S F c.2
 a.  a. 2  .Case 2. S s PSp 2 , PSp 3 , or B q . In this case, by Lemma 2.24 4 2
 .  .we have P S G 1r2 if S is large enough as we may assume . Choosing2, 5
 .  .  .  :x, y g I G = I G , forming the subgroups x, y and counting multi-2 5
plicities, it follows that
2 i G i G .  .2 5
N S, G F . .
i S i S .  .2 5
We therefore have
U < U < U < U <i G i G i S S i S S i G .  .  .  .  .2 5 2 2 5
S G F 2 ? s 2 . .S < < < <i S i S i G G i S i S G .  .  .  .  .2 5 2 2 5
Applying Proposition 3.4 we obtain
U < U <i S S .2 y6r31< <S G F c G . .S i S i S .  .2 5
 . < < 4r5  w xNow, i S ; S in these cases see the proof of LiSh2, 6.4 for5
 . 2  ..  U .  .PSp q and the proof of Lemma 2.2 above for B q ; and i S ri S4 2 2 2
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w xF d for some constant d LiSh2, 4.1 and 4.4 . We thus obtain
 .1r5qo 11r5qo1. y6r31 5r13qo1. y6r31 yaqo1.< < < < < < < < < <S G F S G F G G s G , .  .S
where a s 6r31 y 1r13 s 47r403.
< <  .Case 3. S F c. Then for some r slightly larger than c we have
< U < w xS F r. By MSW , S can be generated by an involution and another
element, whose order is of course at most r. Applying Proposition 3.5 we
see that
< < 247r248N S, G F i G ? C G , .  .2
 .  .where C s C r . Together with 2 this yields
U < U <i S S .2247r248 y1r2482< < < <S G F Ci G G ? F Cr G . .  .S 2 < <i G G .2
We conclude that, in all three cases, there is a positive constant d ) 0
 .such that, if G is large enough as we may assume and S is any finite
 . < <ydsimple group, then S G F G .S
Since there are at most two simple groups of any given order, the
number of choices for the abstract group S is at most twice the number
< < < < o1.  wdivisors of G , which in turn is bounded by G see, for instance, HR,
x.Theorem 315, p. 260 . We see that the contribution of the maximal
 . < <ydqo1.subgroups M g U to S G is at most G , which tends to 0 as
< <G ª `.
Theorem 4.2 is now proved.
Remarks. 1. A careful examination of the proof shows that, if G is a
simple exceptional group of Lie type whose underlying field is F , thenq
c log q
P G G 1 y , .2,) q
 .and log q may be replaced by log q . This bound can be somewhatp
 .improved, but the precise asymptotic behaviour of 1 y P G has yet to2,)
be found.
w x  .2. It follows from MSW that P G ) 0 for all finite simple2,)
groups G. Combining this with Theorem 1.1, we deduce that there exists
e ) 0 such that
P G G e for all finite simple groups G. 3 .  .2,)
This inequality will be applied in the next section.
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5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2
w xThe following result should be compared with LiSh1, 3.1 .
PROPOSITION 5.1. There exists a constant c ) 0 such that, if G is any
finite group, then
 .  . < <  . < <i  i S S F c ? i G G , where S ranges o¨er all simple subgroupsS 2 2
of G.
 .  .   . < <.   . < <.ii N S, G F c i G G r i S S for e¨ery finite simple group S.2 2
 . y1Proof. Let e be as in 3 above and set c s e . Consider all pairs
 .  .  . < <x, y g I G = G. There are i G G such pairs. For each such pair2 2
 .  :  .x, y , form the subgroup x, y F G. By 3 , a simple subgroup S of G is
 . < <  .  .obtained in this way at least e i S S times. Part i follows. Part ii is a2
 .consequence of i .
Let us now prove Theorem 1.2. If G is classical or alternating, then the
w x result is already established in LiSh2 see the remark following Theorem
.1.1 there . It therefore suffices to prove the following.
THEOREM 5.2. Let G be an exceptional simple group of Lie type which is
not a Suzuki group. Then
< <P G ª 1 as G ª `. .3,)
Proof. The first stage in the proof is very similar to the preliminary part
 a.in the proof of Theorem 4.2. Let F q s p be the underlying field for G.q
Let
< <i M M i M .  .3 3
S G s s . .  < <i G G i G .  .3 3M max G  .MgM G
 .  .  .Then 1 y P G F S G , so it suffices to show that S G ª 0 as3, )
< <G ª `.
Let K, U be as in the proof of 4.2. Then similar arguments show that
 .the contribution of the maximal subgroups M g K to S G tends to 0 with
< <G . So it suffices to deal with the ``unknown'' maximal subgroups M g U,
where G is of type F , . . . , E . Then M is almost simple of order F4 8
< < 5r13qo1.G .
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Fix a finite simple group S for which there is a maximal subgroup
 .M g U with M s soc M ( S. Let0
< <i M M .3
S G s . . S < <i G G .3MgU , M (S0
U  .  .Let S s Aut S . We now estimate S G using Proposition 5.1 as ourS
main tool. We obtain
U < U < < < U < U <i S S i G G i S S .  .  .3 2 3
S G F N S, G F c ? . .  .S < < < < < <i G G i S S i G G .  .  .3 2 3
This yields
i G i SU .  .2 3
S G F c Out S . .  .S i G i S .  .3 2
<  . < < < o1.  .As usual, we have Out S F G . Combining Propositions 3.1 i and
 .3.2 ii we obtain
U < < 3r4qo1.i S S .3 1r4qo1.< <F c F S .1r2i S < < . S2
< < < < 5r13qo1.Since S F G , this yields
i SU .3 5r52qo1.< <F G .
i S .2
On the other hand, by implementing Lemma 3.3 we obtain
i G .2 y20r133< <F G .
i G .3
Altogether it follows that
< <y20r133q5r52qo1. < <ybqo1.S G F G s G , .S
where b s y375r6916.
< < o1.Since there are at most G possibilities for S, we see that the
 .contribution of the maximal subgroups M g U to S G is at most
< <ybqo1. < <  .G , which tends to 0 as G ª `. Therefore S G ª 0 and the
theorem is proved.
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6. COMPUTING GENERATION PROBABILITIES
We start with a few definitions.
 .1. If G is a simple group of Lie type, denote by p G the smallest
 .index in G of a proper parabolic subgroup, and by m G the smallest
  .index of any proper subgroup of G. The values of p G are given by 6.3
and 6.4 below; in particular, if G is classical, then with the exception of
 .  .G s U q and finitely many other groups, p G is equal to the number of4
.totally singular 1-spaces in the natural module for G.
2. If G is a simple unitary group, or a simple orthogonal group in
 .even dimension over F , and V is the usual module for G, denote by n Gq
the size of an orbit of G on nonsingular 1-spaces in V; also denote by N
  .the stabilizer in G of a nonsingular 1-space there are 2, q y 1 classes of
.such stabilizers in the orthogonal case, and 1 class in the unitary case .
 . e e  .3. If G s Sp q with q even, denote by N a subgroup O q2 m 2 m
 . e  . < e <  .e s " , and let n G s G : N . And if G s V q with q odd, for2 mq1
e  : He s " let N be the stabilizer of a nonsingular 1-space ¨ such that ¨
e e  . < e <is of type O , and let n G s G : N .2 m
The main results of this section are as follows.
THEOREM 6.1. Let G be an exceptional simple group of Lie type, or a
classical group with natural module of dimension at most 8. Then
k y16r15P G s 1 y q O p G , .  . .
p G .
 .  .  .  .  .  .where k s 2 if G s L q , U q , PSp q , E q , F q , or G q ; k s 3 ifn 6 4 6 4 2
q .G s PV q ; and k s 1 otherwise.8
THEOREM 6.2. Let G be a classical group of dimension greater than 8.
Then
 .  .  .   .y5r4.  .i P G s 1 y 2rp G q O p G if G s L q ;n
 .  .  .   .y5r4.  .ii P G s 1 y 1rp G q O p G if G s PSp q with q2 m
odd;
 .  .  .  .   .y5r4.  .iii P G s 1 y 1rp G y 1rn G q O p G , if G s U q ;n
 .  .  . q . y .   .y5r4.iv P G s 1 y 1rp G y 1rn G y 1rn G q O p G ,
 .  .  .  .if G s V q q odd or PSp q q e¨en ;2 mq1 2 m
 .  .  .  .  .   .y5r4.v P G s 1 y 1rp G y 2, q y 1 rn G q O p G , if Gs
"  .PV q .2 m
Clearly Theorem 1.4 follows from Theorem 6.1. Note that Theorem 6.2
w x  .is essentially Ka2, 3.3 with a different constant .
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Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 will be proved in a series of lemmas. We first
require information about the permutation representations of groups of
 .Lie type of the smallest possible degree m G . For a classical group G, we
denote by P the stabilizer in G of a totally singular subspace of dimensioni
  ..i in the usual module any subspace of dimension i if G s L q .n
LEMMA 6.3. Let G be a simple group of Lie type o¨er F , and let H be aq
< <  .subgroup of G with G : H s m G , the smallest possible index.
 .i If G is exceptional, then with finitely many exceptions, H is a
 .  .parabolic subgroup. In particular, with finitely many exceptions, m G s p G .
 .ii If G is classical, then with finitely many exceptions, one of the
following holds:
 .a H s P ;1
 .  . q .b G s L q , H s P or P ; G s PV q , H s P , P , or P ;n 1 ny1 8 1 3 4
 .  .G s PSp q , H s P or P ; G s U q , H s P ;4 1 2 4 2
 . ec q F 3 and H s N or N .
 .  .  . e  .In particular, with finitely many exceptions, m G s p G , n G , or n G .
 . w x  .Proof. Part i follows from the main theorem of LS1 , and part ii
w x  w x .from Co2 see KlLi, 5.2.2 for a slightly corrected version .
 .Using Lemma 6.3 i and elementary computations with parabolic sub-
groups, we obtain the following more explicit version for exceptional
groups.
LEMMA 6.4. Let G be an exceptional simple group of Lie type o¨er F ,q
and let k be the number of conjugacy classes of subgroups H of G of index
 .  .m G . Then m G and k are as follows:
 .G H m G ; k
57 .E q E -parabolic q 18 7
27 .E q E -parabolic q 17 6
16 .E q D -parabolics q 26 5
2 2 21 .E q A -parabolic q 16 5
15 .F q B , C -parabolics q 24 3 3
2 2 10 .F q B -parabolic q 14 2
5 .G q A -parabolics q 22 1
2 3 .G q Borel q 12
3 3 9 .  .D q A q -parabolic q 14 1
2 2 .B q Borel q 12
e  . < <15r52In particular, for G of type F , E , E , or E we ha¨e m G F c G .4 6 7 8
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LEMMA 6.5. There exists a constant b ) 0 such that, if G is an exceptional
simple group of Lie type, and M is a maximal subgroup of G such that
< <  .16r15 < <  . G : M - b ? m G , then G : M s m G hence M is as in the pre¨ious
.lemma .
w xProof. The main result of LS1 determines all maximal subgroups of G
< <1r2of order at least G . Let K be a maximal subgroup of largest possible
< <  . w xorder such that G : K ) m G . By LS1 , K is as in the following table:
< <G K G : K ;
78 .E q D -parabolic q8 7
33 .E q D -parabolic q7 6
21 .E q A -parabolic q6 5
2 2 24 .E q D -parabolic q6 4
16 .  .F q B q q4 4
2 11 .F q A -parabolic q4 1
6 .  .G q SU q .2 q2 3
2 4 .  .G q 2 = L q q2 2
3 11 .  .D q A q -parabolic q4 1
2 5r2 .B q G q2
Comparing this table to the one in the previous proof, we see that the
conclusion holds.
LEMMA 6.6. There are constants d ) 1 and b ) 0 such that, if G is a
classical group in dimension n o¨er F , and M is a maximal subgroup of G ofq
 .dindex less than b ? m G , then one of the following holds:
 . < <  . i if n F 8 then either G : M s m G so M is as in the conclusion
 ..  .   . .of 6.3 ii , or G, M s U q , P ;6 3
 . e   ..ii if n ) 8 then M s P , N, or N or P if G s L q .1 ny1 n
 .  .In case i we can take d s 16r15; and in case ii we can take d s 5r4.
 .  .Proof. Part i with d s 16r15 follows by inspection of the known
lists of maximal subgroups of classical groups of dimension at most 8 see
w x.  . < < < <Kl1, Chapter 5 ; note that when G s U q , both G : P and G : P are6 1 3
 .monic polynomials in q of degree 9, hence the exceptional case in i .
 . w xFor part ii , note that Li, 4.2 implies that when d s 5r4, M is forced
to be a ``known'' subgroup in one of the Aschbacher families C y C cf.1 8
w x.KlLi . Now inspection of the orders of these subgroups gives the result.
 q  .Note that d s 5r4 is best possible, since when G s PV q we have10
8 10< < < < .G : P ; q , G : P ; q .1 5
 .Define now d s d G as follows: d s 16r15 if G is exceptional or
classical of dimension at most 8; and d s 5r4 if G is classical of dimen-
sion more than 8.
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LEMMA 6.7. Let G be a simple group of Lie type o¨er F , and let H, K beq
< <  .d < <maximal subgroups of G such that G : H - b ? m G and G : K -
 .d  .b ? m G . Let n , . . . , n be the orbit sizes of H on the coset space G : K .1 s
Then there is a constant d ) 0 such that the following hold:
 .i if H is not G-conjugate to K, then
1 1ydF d ? m G ; . ni1FiFs
 .ii if H is G-conjugate to K, then
1 1ydF 1 q d ? m G . . ni1FiFs
Proof. Assume first that G is exceptional, or classical of dimension at
most 8. Then d s 16r15, and by the previous lemmas we can take it that
 .H and K are both parabolics as in 6.4 or 6.3 ii . The number of orbits s is
 G G .equal to the inner product of permutation characters 1 , 1 , which byH K
w x  W W .the classical results in CIK is equal to 1 , 1 , where W is the WeylXW WJ J
 . Xgroup of G as a BN-pair , and W , W are suitable subgroups of W.J J
Hence s is bounded.
Write H s QL, where Q is the unipotent radical and L a Levi subgroup
of the parabolic H. The theory of intersections of parabolic subgroups is
w x w xgiven in Ca, Sect. 2.8 . It is a trivial consequence of Ca, 2.8.7 that for any
g g G such that H l K g / H, either H l K g lies in a proper parabolic
< g <subgroup of H or Q : Q l K G q. Hence each nontrivial orbit size n isi
at least q, and so ny1 F a q sqy1 where a s 1 if H is conjugate to K,i
 . 15a s 0 otherwise. The conclusion follows provided m G - cq , which is
the case as long as G is not of type E , 2E , E , or E . For these cases,6 6 7 8
w x gCa, Sect. 2.8 shows that for g as above, either H l K lies in a proper
g < g <parabolic subgroup of H, or Q l K s 1. It follows that H : H l K G
 X.  X 2 .p L where L is of type D , A , E , or E in the respective cases .5 5 6 7
 X.  .  X .15Hence all nontrivial n are at least p L ; as m G - p L , the conclu-i
sion again follows.
Now assume that G is classical of dimension greater than 8. Then the
 .possibilities for H and K are described in part ii of Lemma 6.6. Suppose
first that H is conjugate to K. Take n s 1. If H s P , then s is the rank1 1
of G acting on singular 1-spaces, which is at most 3; the suborbit sizes ni
 w x.  .1r4are well known see for example Ka1, Corollary 1 , and exceed m G ,
 .  .giving ii . A similar argument applies when G s L q and H s P .n ny1
e  wNow, if H s N or N , then the rank s F cq see the proofs of LPS,
xPropositions 1 and 2 for descriptions of the suborbits when G is orthogo-
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.nal, or symplectic in even characteristic; the unitary case is similar .
w xMoreover, from the descriptions in LPS , we see that for i ) 1 we have
n ) cq ny2 in the orthogonal or symplectic case, and n ) cq2 ny4 in thei i
 .unitary case. Conclusion ii follows.
Finally, assume that G is classical of dimension greater than 8, and H is
not conjugate to K. Then one of the following holds:
 .  .a G s L q , H s P , K s P ;n 1 ny1
 . e  .b H s P , K s N or N or vice versa ;1
 . "  .c G s PV q with q odd, and H, K are nonconjugate stabilizers2 m
of nonsingular 1-spaces.
 .  ny1 .  . ny1In case a , s s 2 and the orbit sizes n , n are q y 1 r q y 1 , q ,1 2
y1 y1  .y1r4  .giving n q n - m G , as required. In case b it is easy to see1 2
 . < <that s is bounded in fact, s F 3 , and the orbit sizes n s G : Gi ¨: ¨:, w:
 .1r4  .for suitable vectors ¨ , w, whence n ) m G . And in case c the methodi
w x 2 my2of LPS, Proposition 2 shows that s F cq and the orbit sizes n ) cq ,i
which again gives the conclusion. This completes the proof.
 .Given a finite simple group G, let M 1 F i F t be a list of all maximali
< <  .dsubgroups M of G satisfying G : M - b ? m G .
LEMMA 6.8. With the abo¨e notation we ha¨e
 .  . < <y2 < <y2i 1 y P G G  G : M y  G : M l M .1F iF t i 1F i- jF t i j
 .  . < <y2   .yd .ii 1 y P G F  G : M q O m G .1F iF t i
Proof. Note that, if x, y g G are randomly chosen elements, then the
 : < < <probability that x, y / G is bounded below by D M = M r G =1F iF t i i
<  .G . The lower bound on 1 y P G now follows using the inclusion]exclu-
sion principle.
 w x.  .To prove the upper bound, note that as in KL we have 1 y P G F
 .S G , where
< <y2S G s G : M . . 
M max G
 . < <y2 X .Then S G s  G : M q S G , where1F iF t i
X < <y2S G s G : M . . 
d< <  .M max G , G : M Gb?m G
We have to show that
ydX
S G s O m G . 4 .  .  . .
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wIf G is classical or alternating, then this follows from the proof of LiSh2,
x  .Theorem 3.1 for s s 2 . We can therefore assume that G is an excep-
tional group of Lie type.
X . K . U  . K .Write S G s S G q S G , where S G is the contribution of the
X . U  .subgroups M g K to S G , and S G is the contribution of the sub-
X .  .groups M g U to S G see Section 4 for the definitions of K, U .
K .  .The subgroups M contributing to S G split into O log q conjugacy
 .dclasses, and their indices are bounded below by b ? m G ; moreover, only
< <  .dq1r10boundedly many such classes of subgroups M have G : M - m G
 w x .see LiSh1 , Section 1 , so we have
yd ydy1r10 ydKS G s O m G q O log q ? m G s O m G . .  .  .  . .  .  .
U  .  .In estimating S G we may and shall assume that G is of type
 U  . .F , . . . , E since otherwise S G s 0 . We rely on the estimates for4 8
 .N S, G obtained in the proof of Theorem 4.2. Given a simple group S,
U  .denote by S G the contribution of the subgroups M g U with M sS 0
 . U  .soc M ( S to S G . The number of choices for such subgroups M is at
 .most N S, G .
 .  .  .  . < <Case 1. S is 2, 3 -generated. Then N S, G F i G i G r S , so2 3
< U < 2i G i G S .  .2 3US G F c ? , .S 2< <S < <G
U  .where S s Aut S . It follows that
i G i G .  .2 3 2U < <S G F ? ? S Out S . .  .S < < < <G G
 . < < < <y6r13  .  . < <We have i G r G F c G by Proposition 3.1 iii , i G r G F2 3
< <y4r13  . < < <  . < 2 < < 5r13qo1. c G by Proposition 3.2 iii , and S Out S F G assuming
U  . .S G ) 0 . This yieldsS
U < <y6r13y4r13q5r13qo1. < <y5r13qo1.S G F G s G . .S
 a.  a. 2  .Case 2. S s PSp 2 , PSp 3 , or B q . Then, as in the correspond-4 4 2
ing case in the proof of 4.2, we may assume that S is large and obtain
 .   .  ..   .  ..N S,G F 2 i G i G r i S i S . This yields2 5 2 5
< U < 2i G i G S .  .2 5US G F 2 ? . .S 2i S i S < < .  . G2 5
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It follows that
< < < <i G i G S S .  .2 5 2US G F ? ? ? ? Out S . .  .S < < < <G G i S i S .  .2 5
 . < < < <y6r13  .  . < < < <y6r31We have i G r G F c G by 3.1 iii , and i G r G F c G by2 5
 . < < 3r5  . < < 4r53.4. Since i S ; S and i S ; S in this case, we have2 5
< < < <S S 3r52r5q1r5 3r5 5r13qo1. 3r13qo1.< < < < < < < <? ; S s S F G s G . .
i S i S .  .2 5
We conclude that
U < <y6r13y6r31q3r13qo1. < <y171r403qo1.S G F G s G . .S
< <  .  . < <Case 3. S F c. Then N S, G F i G G and2
c2 y6r13qo1.U < < < <S G F i G G ? F G . .  .S 2 2< <G
Altogether we see that, for each simple group S which can be obtained
U  .as a socle of some maximal subgroup M g U, we have S G FS
< <y171r403qo1. < < o1.G . Since there are at most G choices for S, it follows that
U < <y171r403qo1.S G F G . 5 .  .
Now, by Lemma 6.4 we have
< <15r52qo1.m G F G . .
 .Combining this with 5 we obtain
 .  .  .  .y 52r15 ? 171r403 qo 1 y228r155qo 1US G F m G s m G . .  .  .
Putting everything together we see that
 .yd ydy228r155qo 1X
S G F O m G q m G s O m G . .  .  .  . .  .
 .Therefore 4 holds, and the result follows.
< <y2In order to apply Lemma 6.8, we need to estimate  G : M and1F iF t i
< <y2 G : M l M . This is done in the two following lemmas.1F i- jF t i j
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 .LEMMA 6.9. Let G be a large finite simple group, and let M i s 1, . . . , ti
be as abo¨e. Set
< <y2A s G : M . i
1FiFt
 .i Suppose G is an exceptional group of Lie type, or a classical group




 .  .  .  .  .where k s 2 if G s L q , PSp q , E q , F q , G q ; k s 3 if G sn 4 6 4 2
q .  .PV q ; and k s 1 otherwise; in the exception, G s U q and A s8 6
< <y1 < <y1G : P q G : P .1 3
 .ii Suppose G is a classical group in dimension ) 8. Then
2
A s if G s L q , .np G .
1
A s if G s PSp q with q odd, .2 mp G .
1 1
A s q if G s U q , .np G n G .  .
1 1 1
A s q qq yp G n G n G .  .  .
if G s V q q odd or PSp q q e¨en , .  .  .  .2 mq1 2 m
and
1 2, q y 1 .
"A s q if G s PV q . .2 mp G n G .  .
Proof. Suppose M , . . . , M are representatives of the conjugacy classes1 r
 . < <  .in G of M , . . . , M , and let n s G : M i s 1, . . . , r . Then we have1 t i i
< <y2 y1A s G : M s n . i i
1FiFt 1FiFr
The result now follows from this observation using Lemmas 6.3]6.6.
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LEMMA 6.10. With the abo¨e notation we ha¨e
ydy2< <G : M l M s O m G . . . i j
1Fi-jFt
 4  4Proof. Let C s H , . . . , H and D s K , . . . , K be conjugacy1 m 1 n
classes of maximal subgroups of G. Suppose first that C / D. Denote by
 .n , . . . , n the sizes of the orbits of H on the coset space G : K . Then1 s 1 1
< <y2G : H l K i j
1FiFm , 1FjFn
< < < <y2s G : H G : H l K1 1 j
1FjFn
< <y1 < <y2 y1 y2s G : H H : H l K s m n ? n 1 1 1 j i i
1FjFn 1FiFs
s my1 ny1 . i
1FiFs
 .Applying part i of Lemma 6.7 it follows that, for any two distinct
 .dconjugacy classes C, D of maximal subgroups of indices - b ? m G , we
have
ydy2< <G : M l M F d ? m G . . i j
M gC , M gDi j
 .In a similar manner it follows from part ii of Lemma 6.7 that, for C as
above, we have
ydy2< <G : M l M F d ? m G . . i j
M , M gC , M /Mi j i j
Since the subgroups M , . . . , M split into at most 3 conjugacy classes, it1 t
follows that
ydy2< <G : M l M s O m G . . . i j
1Fi-jFt
The result follows.
Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 now follow by combining Lemmas 6.8]6.10.
Theorems 1.4 and 1.6 are consequences of 6.1]6.3.
Let us now prove Corollary 1.5. Let M , . . . , M be as above, and let1 t
 .x, y g G be two randomly chosen elements. Let Q G be the conditional
 :probability that x, y g M for some i F t, given the fact that x, y / G.i
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Then it is straightforward to verify that, in the terminology of the proof of
Lemma 6.8, we have
S
X G .
1 y Q G F . .
1 y P G .
 .Let d be as above see the definition preceding Lemma 6.7 . Note that
  .yd .   .yd .  . X .O m G s O p G by part i of Lemma 6.3. Now, S G s
  .yd .  .  .   ..  .y1O m G by 4 , and 1 y P G G 1 y o 1 m G by Theorems 6.1
and 6.2. It follows that
 .y dy1 < <1 y Q G s O m G ª 0 as G ª `. .  . .
 .Therefore Q G ª 1 and the result follows.
 .Finally, to deduce Corollary 1.7, define a graph H s G, E whose
 4  :vertex set is G and whose edges are all pairs x, y such that x, y s G.
By Theorem 1.6 there is an absolute constant c ) 0 which can be taken to
.be arbitrarily closed to 1, provided G is sufficiently large such that
< <E 1
s P G G 1 y . .
< < c ? m G .G /2
w xIt follows by Turan's Theorem Tu that the graph H has a completeÂ
w  .xsubgraph on c ? m G vertices. Corollary 1.7 follows.
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